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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing a linear functional subject to uncertain linear and bilinear matrix
inequalities, which depend in a possibly nonlinear way on a vector of uncertain parameters. Motivated by recent results in
statistical learning theory, we show that probabilistic guaranteed solutions can be obtained by means of randomized algorithms.
In particular, we show that the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC-dimension) of the two problems is finite, and we compute
upper bounds on it. In turn, these bounds allow us to derive explicitly the sample complexity of these problems. Using these
bounds, in the second part of the paper, we derive a sequential scheme, based on a sequence of optimization and validation
steps. The algorithm is on the same lines of recent schemes proposed for similar problems, but improves both in terms of
complexity and generality. The effectiveness of this approach is shown using a linear model of a robot manipulator subject to
uncertain parameters.
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1 Introduction

Statistical learning theory is a very effective tool in deal-
ing with various applications, which include neural net-
works and control systems, see for instance Vidyasagar
(2002). The main objective of this theory is to extend
convergence properties of the empirical mean, which can
be computed with a Monte Carlo simulation, from finite
families to infinite families of functions. For finite fami-
lies, these properties can be easily established by means
of a repeated application of the so-called Hoeffding in-
equality, and are related to the well-known law of large
numbers, see for instance Tempo et al. (2013). On the
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other hand, for infinite families deeper technical tools
have been developed in the seminal work of Vapnik &
Chervonenkis (1971). In this case, the main issue is to es-
tablish uniform convergence of empirical means. In par-
ticular, this requires to establish whether or not a combi-
natorial parameter called the Vapnik-Chervonenkis di-
mension (VC-dimension) is finite, see Vapnik (1998).

Subsequent contributions on statistical learning theory
by Vidyasagar (2001) followed two main research direc-
tions: First, to demonstrate that this theory is indeed
an effective tool for control of systems affected by uncer-
tainty. Second, to “invert” the bounds provided by Vap-
nik and Chervonenkis, introducing the concept of sample
complexity. Roughly speaking, when dealingwith control
of uncertain systems, the sample complexity provides
the number of random samples of the uncertainty that
should be drawn to derive a stabilizing controller (or a
controller which attains a given H∞-norm bound on the
closed-loop sensitivity function), with sufficiently high
probabilistic accuracy and confidence. Since the sample
complexity is a function of the accuracy, confidence and
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the VC-dimension, specific bounds on this combinato-
rial parameter should be derived. In turn, this involves
a problem reformulation in terms of Boolean functions,
and the evaluation of the number of required polyno-
mial inequalities, their order and the number of design
variables.

For various stabilization problems, which include sta-
bility of interval matrices and simultaneous stabiliza-
tion with static output feedback, bounds on the VC-
dimension have been derived in Vidyasagar & Blondel
(2001). In this paper, we continue this specific line of
research, and we compute the VC-dimension for con-
trol problems formulated in terms of uncertain linear
matrix inequalities (LMIs) and bilinear matrix inequal-
ities (BMIs). It is well-known that many robust and
optimal control problems can be indeed formulated in
these forms, see for instance Boyd et al. (1994); Goh
et al. (1995); Kanev et al. (2004); VanAntwerp & Braatz
(2000). When the uncertain LMIs depend on the uncer-
tainty in a linear or multilinear way, extreme point re-
sults can be derived and applied, see e.g. Alamo et al.
(2008); Calafiore & Dabbene (2008). For more general
linear fractional dependence on norm-bounded unstruc-
tured uncertainty, efficient methods based on the so-
called robustness lemma have been successfully devel-
oped, see e.g. El Ghaoui & Lebret (1998). However, the
problem is significantly harder to solve when it involves
structured uncertainty and computable solutions can be
in general obtained only at the expense of introducing
conservatism.

Themain contribution of the present paper is to compute
upper bounds on the VC-dimension of uncertain LMIs
and BMIs, and to establish the related sample complex-
ity. We remark that the sample complexity is indepen-
dent from the number of uncertain parameters entering
into the LMIs and BMIs, and on their functional rela-
tionship. Hence, the related randomized algorithms run
in polynomial-time. However, for relatively small values
of the probabilistic accuracy and confidence, the sample
complexity turns out to be very large, as usual in the
context of statistical learning theory. For this reason,
randomized algorithms based on a direct application of
these bounds may be of limited use in practice. To al-
leviate this difficulty, in the second part of the paper
we propose a sequential algorithm specifically tailored
to the problem at hand. This algorithm has some sim-
ilarities with sequential algorithms developed for other
problems in the area of randomized algorithms for con-
trol of uncertain systems, see Remark 3 for a discussion
on these results.

Finally, the effectiveness of this approach is shown by a
numerical example related to the static output feedback
stabilization of an uncertain robot manipulator joint
taken from (Kanev & Verhaegen, 2000). In particular,
the objective is to design a static output feedback con-
troller which minimizes the worst-case H∞ norm. The

numerical performance of the proposed sequential algo-
rithm is evaluated and compared with the theoretical
sample-complexity previously derived.

2 Problem Formulation

We now formally state the uncertain LMI and BMI prob-
lems discussed in the Introduction.

Problem 1 (Uncertain strict LMI optimization)
Find the optimal value of x, if it exists, which solves the
optimization problem

minimize
x

cTx x (1)

subject to FLMI(x, q)
.
= F0(q) +

mx∑

i=1

xiFi(q) ≻ 0, ∀q ∈ Q

where x ∈ Rmx is the vector of optimization variables,
q ∈ Q ⊂ Rℓ is the vector of uncertain parameters bounded
in the set Q and Fi = FT

i ∈ Rn×n, i = 0, . . . ,mx. The
inequality FLMI(x, q) ≻ 0 means that FLMI(x, q) is posi-
tive definite.

Problem 2 (Uncertain strict BMI optimization)
Find the optimal values of x and y, if they exist, which
solve the optimization problem

minimize
x,y

cTx x+ cTy y

subject to FBMI(x, y, q)
.
= F0(q) +

mx∑

i=1

xiFi(q)

+

my∑

j=1

yjGj(q) +

mx∑

i=1

my∑

j=1

xiyjHij(q) ≻ 0, ∀q ∈ Q (2)

where x ∈ Rmx and y ∈ Rmy are the vectors of optimiza-
tion variables, q ∈ Q ⊂ Rℓ is the vector of uncertain
parameters, F0 = FT

0 ∈ Rn×n, and Fi = FT
i ∈ Rn×n,

Gj = GT
j ∈ Rn×n, Hij = HT

ij ∈ Rn×n, i = 1, . . . ,mx,
j = 1, . . . ,my.

In order to allow a unified treatment of Problems 1 and 2,
we now formally define the design parameters for LMIs
and BMIs.

Definition 1 (Designparameters for LMIs/BMIs)
For Problem 1, we define

θ
.
= x, mθ = mx, cθ = cx;

and, for Problem 2, we define

θ
.
=

[
x

y

]
, mθ = mx +my, cθ =

[
cx

cy

]
.
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Next, we assume that q is a random variable and a prob-
ability measure Prq over the Borel σ-algebra of Q ⊂ Rℓ

is given. Then, the constraints in (1) and (2) become
chance-constraints, see e.g. Uryasev (2000), which may
be violated for some q ∈ Q. This concept is formally ex-
pressed using the notion of “probability of violation”.

Definition 2 (Probability of violation) The prob-
ability of violation of θ for the binary-valued function
g : Rmθ ×Q → {0, 1} is defined as

Vg(θ)
.
= Prq {q ∈ Q : g(θ, q) = 1} (3)

where, for Problem 1,

g(θ, q)
.
=

{
0 ifFLMI(θ, q) ≻ 0

1 otherwise
(4)

and, for Problem 2,

g(θ, q)
.
=

{
0 ifFBMI(θ, q) ≻ 0

1 otherwise
. (5)

We remark that the probability of violation is in general
very hard to evaluate, due to the difficulty of computing
the multiple integrals associated with (3). Nevertheless,
we can “estimate” this probability using randomization.
To this end, we extract N independent identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d) samples from the set Q

q = {q(1), . . . , q(N)} ∈ QN ,

according to the measure Prq, where QN .
= Q × Q ×

· · · × Q (N times). Next, a Monte Carlo approach is
employed to obtain the so called “empirical violation”;
see e.g. Vidyasagar (2002).

Definition 3 (Empirical violation) For given θ ∈
Rmθ the empirical violation of g(θ, q) with respect to the
multisample q = {q(1), . . . , q(N)} is defined as

V̂g(θ,q)
.
=

1

N

N∑

i=1

g(θ, q(i)). (6)

2.1 Randomized Strategy to Optimization Problems

There are several randomized methodologies in the lit-
erature which are based on randomization in the uncer-
tainty space, design parameter space or both. For exam-
ple, in Vidyasagar (2001) randomization in both uncer-
tainty and design parameter spaces is employed for min-
imizing the empirical mean. Similarly, a bootstrap learn-
ing method and a min-max approach are presented in
Koltchinskii et al. (2000) and Fujisaki & Kozawa (2006),

respectively, but these papers deal with finite families. In
Alamo et al. (2009) the authors proposed a randomized
algorithm for infinite families which is applicable to con-
vex and non-convex problems. Finally, a non-sequential
randomized methodology for uncertain convex problems
is introduced in Calafiore & Campi (2004, 2006); Campi
& Garatti (2008). In Algorithm 1 we present a non-
sequential randomized strategy for solving Problems 1
and 2.

Algorithm 1ARandomized Strategy for Uncer-
tain LMIs/BMIs

• Given the underlying probability density function
(pdf) over the uncertainty set Q and the level param-
eter ρ ∈ [0, 1), extract N independent identically dis-
tributed samples from Q based on the underlying pdf

q = {q(1), . . . , q(N)}.

• Find the optimal value, if it exists, of the following
optimization problem

minimize
θ

cTθ θ

subject to V̂g(θ,q) ≤ ρ (7)

We remark that introducing the level parameter ρ > 0
enables us to handle probabilistic (soft) constraints, in
the same spirit of Alamo et al. (2009). The main objec-
tive of the present paper is to derive the explicit sample
complexity bound onN based on statistical learning the-
ory results. Finally, we remark that, in the case of LMI
constraints, problem (7) is a semidefinite optimization
problem (SDP) that can be solved efficiently, see Van-
denberghe & Boyd (1996) and Todd (2001) for a discus-
sion on the numerical aspects of solving SDP problems.
In the case of BMI constraints, efficient solvers such as
PENBMI (Kočvara & Stingl, 2003) are available, but
global solutions to the optimization problem in general
cannot be obtained.

3 Vapnik-Chervonenkis Theory

In this section, we give a very brief overview of the
Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory. The material presented is
classical, but a summary is instrumental to our next de-
velopments. In particular, we review some bounding in-
equalities which are used in the subsequent sections to
derive the explicit sample bounds for solving Problems
1 and 2.

Definition 4 (Probability of two-sided failure)
Given N, ε ∈ (0, 1) and g : Rmθ ×Q → {0, 1}, the prob-
ability of two-sided failure denoted by qg(N, ε) is defined
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as

qg(N, ε)
.
= Prq

{
q ∈ QN : sup

θ∈Rmθ

|Vg(θ)− V̂g(θ,q)| > ε

}
.

The probability of two-sided failure determines how close
the empirical violation is to the true probability of vi-
olation. In other words, if we extract a multisample q
with cardinality N from the uncertainty set Q, we guar-
antee that the empirical violation (6) is within ε of the
true probability of violation (3) for all q ∈ Q except for
a subset having probability measure at most qg(N, ε).
The parameter ε ∈ (0, 1) is called accuracy.

Let G denote the family of functions {g(θ, q) : θ ∈ Rmθ}
where g : Rmθ × Q → {0, 1} is defined in (4) or in (5).
The family G is said to satisfy the property of uniform
convergence of empirical mean (UCEM) if qg(N, ε) →
0 as N → ∞ for any ε ∈ (0, 1). We remark that if G in-
cludes finite family of functions, it indeed has the UCEM
property. However, infinite families do not necessarily
enjoy the UCEM property, see Vidyasagar (2002) for
several examples of this type. Problems 1 and 2 belong
to the class of infinite family of functions.

We define the family Sg containing all possible sets Sg
.
=

{q ∈ Q : g(θ, q) = 1}, for g varying in G. Now consider a
multisample q = {q(1), . . . , q(N)} of cardinality N . For
the family of functions G, let

NG(q)
.
= Card (q ∩ Sg, Sg ∈ Sg) .

In words, we say that Sg “shatters” q when NG is equal
to 2N . The notion of “shatter coefficient”, also known as
“growth function”, is now defined formally.

Definition 5 (Shatter Coefficient) The shatter coef-
ficient of the family G, denoted by SG(N), is defined as

SG(N)
.
= max

q∈QN
NG(q).

A bound on the shatter coefficient can be obtained by
Sauer lemma (Sauer, 1972), which in turn requires the
computation of the VC-dimension, defined next.

Definition 6 (VC-dimension) The VC-dimension of
the family of functions G is defined as the largest integer
d for which SG(N) = 2d.

The following result establishes a bound on the proba-
bility of two-sided failure in terms of VC-dimension.

Theorem 1 (Vapnik and Chervonenkis) Let d de-
note the VC-dimension of the family of functions G.

Then, for any ε ∈ (0, 1)

qg(N, ε) ≤ 4e2ε
(
2eN

d

)d

e−Nε2 (8)

where e is the Euler number.

This result has been proven in Vapnik & Chervonenkis
(1971) and it is stated in (Vapnik, 1998, Theorem 4.4).

4 Main Results

In view of Theorem 1, we conclude that families with
finite VC-dimension d < ∞ enjoy the UCEM property.
Hence, it is important i) to show that the collection G
of functions has finite VC-dimension and, ii) to derive
upper bounds on the VC-dimension.

4.1 Computation of Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dimension

In the next theorem, which is one of the main contri-
butions of this paper, we derive an upper bound on the
VC-dimension of the uncertain LMI and BMI in Prob-
lems 1 and 2.

Theorem 2 (VC bounds for strict LMIs/BMIs)
Consider the notation introduced in Definition 1. Then,
the VC-dimension of uncertain LMIs and BMIs (Prob-
lems 1 and 2) is upper bounded by

d ≤ 2mθ lg(4en
2) (9)

where lg(.) denotes the logarithm to the base 2.

Proof See Appendix A.

It is interesting to observe that the VC-dimension of
uncertain LMIs and BMIs is linear in the number of
design variables mθ. In the next subsection, we derive
explicit sample bounds to be used in Algorithm 1 for
solving Problems 1 and 2.

4.2 Sample Complexity Bounds

In this section, we study a number of sample bounds
guaranteeing that the probability of failures is bounded
by a confidence parameter δ ∈ (0, 1). We remark that
there are several results in the literature to derive sample
complexity bounds. To the best of our knowledge, the
least conservative is stated in Corollary 3 in Alamo et al.
(2009). For given ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), the probability of two-
sided failure (see Definition 4) is bounded by δ provided
that at least

N ≥
1.2

ε2

(
ln

4e2ε

δ
+ d ln

12

ε2

)
(10)
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samples are drawn, where d < ∞ denotes the VC-
dimension of the family of functions G, and ln is the
natural logarithm. This result is exploited in the next
corollary, that provides the explicit sample complexity
bound for the probability of two-sided failure.

Corollary 1 Consider the notation introduced in Defi-
nition 1, and suppose that ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) are given. Then,
the probability of two-sided failure is bounded by δ if at
least

N ≥
1.2

ε2

(
ln

4e2ε

δ
+ 2mθ lg(4en

2) ln
12

ε2

)
(11)

samples are drawn for the Problems 1 and 2.

Proof The statement of Corollary 1 follows immediately
by combining (10) and the results of Theorem 2.

A weaker notion than the probability of two-sided fail-
ure is the “probability of one-sided constrained failure”
introduced in the following definition.

Definition 7 (Probability of one-sided con-
strained failure) Given N, ε ∈ (0, 1), ρ ∈ [0, 1) and
g : Rmθ × Q → {0, 1}, the probability of one-sided
constrained failure, denoted by pg(N, ε, ρ), is defined as

pg(N, ε, ρ)
.
= Prq

{
q ∈ QN : there exists θ ∈ Rmθ

such that V̂g(θ,q) ≤ ρ and Vg(θ)− V̂g(θ,q) > ε

}
.

Following the same lines of Corollary 1, sample complex-
ity bounds for the probability of one-sided constrained
failure are derived.

Corollary 2 Consider the notation introduced in Def-
inition 1, and suppose that ε ∈ (0, 1), δ ∈ (0, 1) and
ρ ∈ [0, 1) are given. Then, the probability of one-sided
constrained failure is bounded by δ if at least

N ≥
5(ρ+ ε)

ε2

(
ln

4

δ
+ 2mθ lg(4en

2) ln
40(ρ+ ε)

ε2

)

(12)
samples are drawn for the Problems 1 and 2.

Proof This result is an immediate consequence of The-
orem 7 in Alamo et al. (2009), which states that, for
given ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) and ρ ∈ [0, 1), the probability of one-
sided constrained failure is bounded by δ provided that
at least

N ≥
5(ρ+ ε)

ε2

(
ln

4

δ
+ d ln

40(ρ+ ε)

ε2

)
(13)

samples are drawn, where d < ∞ denotes the VC-
dimension of the family of functions G. The statement
in Corollary 2 is derived by substituting the results of
Theorem 2 into (13).
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Fig. 1. Sample complexity bounds for strict BMIs, for
δ = 1× 10−8, mx +my = 13, and for different BMI dimen-
sions: n = 10 (continuous line) n = 50 (dashed line) and
n = 100 (dash-dotted line). The red plots show the two-sided
bound (11), while the blue plots show the one-sided con-
strained failure bound (12) for ρ = 0.

Note that the sample complexity of Corollary 2 improves
upon that of Corollary 1, as shown in Figure 1. In partic-
ular, it is clear that the bound (11) grows asO( 1

ε2
ln 1

ε2
),

which implies that if the accuracy level ε is chosen to be
very small, the sample bounds can be very large, while
(12) grows as O(1

ε
ln 1

ε
).

5 Semidefinite Constraints

In this section, we compute upper bounds on the VC-
dimension of the semidefinite versions of Problems 1
and 2 where strict inequalities (≻ 0) are replaced with
nonstrict inequalities (< 0) 1 . Semidefinite constraints
appear in some control problems such as dissipativity;
furthermore, some modeling languages such as YALMIP
(Löfberg, 2004) treat strict inequalities using nonstrict
ones by adding a slight perturbation. Hence, it is impor-
tant to derive sample complexities for uncertain semidef-
inite LMI and BMI problems.

In the following theorem, we establish upper bounds on
the VC-dimension of uncertain semidefinite LMI and
BMI problems. The proof of this result is reported in
Appendix B.

1 Throughout the paper, nonstrict (semidefinite) versions
of Problems 1 and 2 are called “uncertain semidefinite LMI
problem” and “uncertain semidefinite BMI problem” respec-
tively.
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Theorem 3 (VCbounds for nonstrict LMIs/BMIs)
Consider the notation introduced in Definition 1. Then,
the VC-dimension of uncertain semidefinite LMI and
BMI problems is upper bounded by

d ≤ 2mθ lg(4en2
n).

Remark 1 (Strict and nonstrict LMIs/BMIs)
Comparing the bounds of Theorems 2 and 3, it can be
seen that the bounds on the VC-dimension of strict and
nonstrict LMIs/BMIs differ only in the terms n2 and
n2n appearing in the arguments of the logarithm. That
is, the quadratic dependence on n of strict LMIs/BMIs
becomes exponential for nonstrict ones. Note however
that this effect is largely mitigated by the logarithm.
This difference is not surprising, and it follows from
the fact that checking positive semi-definiteness requires
non-negativity of all principle minors, as discussed in
Appendix B. To show this fact, consider the matrix









1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 0









introduced in Bernstein (2009). This matrix has leading
principal minors equal to 1, 0 and 0, which are nonnega-
tive, but it is not positive semidefinite, because its eigen-
values are 2.732, 0, and −0.732. Note that the same is-
sue arises in (Vidyasagar & Blondel, 2001, Theorem 4),
regarding positive definiteness and semi-definiteness of
interval matrices.

Remark 2 (Explicit sample complexity for non-
strict LMIs/BMIs)Using the results of Theorem 3, we
can establish bounds on sample complexity which guaran-
tee the probability of two-sided failure and the probabil-
ity of one-sided constrained failure of uncertain semidef-
inite LMI and BMI problems to be bounded by the confi-
dence parameter δ. It should be noted that for semidefi-
nite problems of this section, Definition 2 is revised ac-
cordingly such that strict inequalities in (4) and (5) are
replaced with nonstrict ones. This also affects empirical
violation, probability of two-sided failure and probability
of one-sided constrained failure.

Then, the results of Corollaries 1 and 2 for the uncertain
semidefinite LMI and BMI problems immediately hold
provided that the VC-dimension bound 2mθ lg(4en

2)
is replaced by 2mθ lg(4en2

n). The sample complexity
bounds for semidefinite BMIs are illustrated in Figure 2.

It should be also noted that the sample complexity
bounds derived in this paper for the uncertain strict
and semidefinite LMI and BMI problems can be quite
large. This is a usual situation in the context of statis-
tical learning, that may lead to computationally expen-
sive optimization problems if Algorithm 1 is applied in
one-shot. This motivates the developments of the next
section, where a sequential randomized algorithm for
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Fig. 2. Sample complexity bounds for nonstrict BMIs, for
δ = 1× 10−8, mx +my = 13, and for different BMI dimen-
sions: n = 10 (continuous line) n = 50 (dashed line) and
n = 100 (dash-dotted line). The red plots show the two-sided
bound, while the blue plots show the one-sided constrained
failure bound for ρ = 0.

bounding the probability of one-sided constrained fail-
ure is presented. The sequential algorithm can alleviate
the computational burden of directly solving (7).

6 Sequential Randomized Algorithm

Sequential methods in probabilistic design usually follow
an iterative scheme which includes optimization steps to
update the design parameters, followed by randomiza-
tion steps to check the feasibility of the candidate so-
lution (Tempo et al., 2013). The first step is determin-
istic, while the second one is probabilistic. Examples of
such scheme are probabilistic design methods based on
gradient (Polyak & Tempo, 2001; Calafiore & Polyak,
2001), ellipsoid (Kanev et al., 2003; Oishi, 2007) and
cutting plane (Calafiore & Dabbene, 2007) update rules,
see Tempo et al. (2013) for more details.

Recently Alamo et al. (2012) introduced a general frame-
work for nonconvex problems, defining the class of se-
quential probabilistic validation (SPV) algorithms. In
this section we propose a sequential randomized algo-
rithm specifically tailored for the problem at hand, which
mitigates the conservatism of the bound (12) or its cor-
responding sample bound for the uncertain semidefinite
LMI and BMI problems. This is accomplished by gener-

ating a sequence of “design” sample sets {q
(1)
d , . . . , q

(Nk)
d }

with increasing cardinality Nk which are used in (7)
for solving the optimization problem. In parallel, “vali-

dation” sample sets {q
(1)
v , . . . , q

(Mk)
v } of cardinality Mk

are also generated by the algorithm in order to check
whether the given candidate solution, obtained from
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solving (7), satisfies the desired probability of violation.
The proposed scheme is reported in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 A Sequential Randomized Algo-
rithm
(1) Initialization

Set the iteration counter to zero (k = 0). Choose
the desired accuracy ε ∈ (0, 1), confidence δ ∈ (0, 1)
and level ρ ∈ [0, 1) parameters and the desired num-
ber of iterations kt > 1.

(2) Update
Set k = k+1 andNk ≥ N k

kt
whereN satisfies (12).

(3) Design

• Draw Nk i.i.d samples qd = {q
(1)
d . . . q

(Nk)
d } from

the uncertainty set Q based on the underlying
distribution.

• Solve the following optimization problem

minimize
θ

cTθ θ

subject to V̂g(θ,qd) ≤ ρ. (14)

• If the optimization problem (14) is not feasible,
the original problem is not feasible as well.

• Else if, the last iteration is reached (k = kt), θ̂Nk

is a probabilistic robust solution and Exit.
• Else, continue to the next step.

(4) Validation
• Draw

Mk ≥
α ln k + ln (Skt

(α)) + ln 1
δ

ln
(

1
(ρ+ε)aρ−1+aρ(1−(ρ+ε))

) (15)

i.i.d. samples qv = {q
(1)
v . . . q

(Mk)
v } from the un-

certainty set Q based on the underlying distribu-
tion.

• If
V̂g(θ̂Nk

,qv) ≤ ρ

then, θ̂Nk
is a probabilistic solution and Exit.

• Else, goto step (2).

Note that step (3) of this Algorithm is for the case of
strict LMIs/BMIs. In the nonstrict case the bound (12)
needs to be replaced by the bound discussed in Remark 2.
Note also that, the validation bound (15) in step (4), the
parameters a ≥ 1 and α > 0 are real and Skt

(α) is a
finite hyperharmonic series also known as p-series, i.e.

Skt
(α) =

kt∑

k=1

1

kα
.

The theoretical properties of Algorithm 2 are summa-
rized in the next theorem, see Theorem 5 in Chamanbaz
et al. (2013a) for proof.

Lemma 1 Suppose ǫ, δ ∈ (0, 1) are given. Then, if at
iteration k Algorithm 2 exits with a probabilistic solution

θ̂Nk
, then it holds that Vg(θ̂Nk

) ≤ ρ + ε with probability
no smaller than 1− δ, i.e.

Prq

{
Vg(θ̂Nk

) ≤ ρ+ ε
}
≥ 1− δ.

Remark 3 (Comments on Algorithm 2 and re-
lated results) Algorithm 2 follows the general scheme
of other sequential algorithms previously developed in the
area of randomized algorithms for control of uncertain
systems, see Calafiore et al. (2011), and in particular
Alamo et al. (2012, 2009); Chamanbaz et al. (2013b);
Koltchinskii et al. (2000). However, we remark that the
sample bound Mk in Algorithm 2 is strictly less conser-
vative than the bound derived in Alamo et al. (2012)
because the infinite sum (Riemann Zeta function) is re-
placed with a finite sum, following ideas similar to those
recently introduced in Chamanbaz et al. (2013b). This
enables us to choose α < 1 in (15) resulting in up to 30%
improvement in the sample complexity.

Another important difference is on how the cardinality
of the design sample set Nk appears in the sequential al-
gorithm. In (Chamanbaz et al., 2013b, Algorithm 1), the
constraints are required to be satisfied for all the samples
extracted from the set Q while, in Algorithm 2, we allow
a limited number of samples to violate the constraints in
(1) and (2), or their semidefinite versions, in both “de-
sign” and “validation” steps. Finally, we note that the
sequential randomized algorithm in (Chamanbaz et al.,
2013b, Algorithm 2) is purely based on additive and mul-
tiplicative Chernoff inequalities and hence may provide
larger sample complexity than (15).

It should also be remarked that the optimal values of the
constants a and α depend on other parameters of the al-
gorithm, such as the termination parameter kt, the accu-
racy level ε, and the level parameter ρ. Suboptimal values
of a and α for which the sample bound (15) is minimized
for a wide range of probabilistic levels are a = 3.05 and
α = 0.9. Note also that for ρ = 0 the optimal value of
these parameters is a = ∞ and α = 0.1, and the bound
(15) reduces to bound (12) in Chamanbaz et al. (2013b)
. The parameter ρ plays a key role in the algorithm. Note
that, as pointed out in Alamo et al. (2012), the choice of
ρ = 0 may lead to an unfeasible optimization problem in
(14) whenever the original robust LMI/BMI is unfeasi-
ble. On the other hand, if ρ > 0, problem (14) becomes
immediately a mixed-integer program, which is numeri-
cally hard to solve even in the LMI case.

Finally, we point out that the termination parameter kt
defines the maximum number of iterations of the algo-
rithm which can be chosen by the user. For problems in
which the bound NMI in Algorithm 2 is large, larger val-
ues of kt may be used. In this way, the sequence of sample
bounds Nk would start from a reasonably small number

7



and would not increase dramatically with the iteration
counter k.

7 Numerical Simulations

We illustrate the effectiveness of the previous results for
a linear model of a robot manipulator joint taken from
Kanev & Verhaegen (2000). The state-space model of
the plant is given by





ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)

z(t) = C1x(t) +D11w(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) +D21w(t)

where

A =




0 1 0 0

0 0 c
M2Im

0

0 0 0 1

0 − β
Ison

− c
M2Im

− c
Ison

− β
Ison



,

B =




0
Lt

MIm

0

− Lt

MIm



, C =

[
0 M 0 0

1 0 1 0

]
, D21 =

[
1

0

]
,

C1 =
[
1 0 1 0

]
and D11 = 1.

The nominal values of the parameters are as follows:
gearbox ratio M = −260.6, motor torque constant Lt =
0.6, damping coefficient β = 0.4, input axis inertia Im =
0.001, output system inertia Ison = 400, spring constant
c = 130. We considered all plant parameters to be un-
certain by 15%. The objective is to design a static out-
put feedback controller which minimizes the worst case
H∞ norm of the transfer function from the disturbance
channel w to the controlled output z. This problem can
be formulated in terms of a bilinear matrix inequality
(Leibfritz, 2004) of the form

minimize
F,X,γ

γ (16)

subject to X ≻ 0,



AT
FX +XAF X(B1 +BFD21) (C1 +D12FC)T

⋆ −γ (D11 +D12FD21)
T

⋆ ⋆ −γ


 ≺ 0

where AF
.
= A+BFC, X = XT ∈ R4×4, F ∈ R1×2 and

⋆ denotes entries that follow from symmetry.

Algorithms 1 and 2 were implemented using the Ran-
domized Algorithm Control Toolbox (RACT) (Tremba
et al., 2008), and we used PENBMI (Kočvara & Stingl,

2003) for solving BMI optimization problems. The prob-
ability density functions of all 6 uncertain parameters
was assumed to be uniform. The level parameter ρ in
all simulations was chosen to be zero (ρ = 0). A bound
on the VC-dimension of the BMI problem (16) can then
be computed using Theorem 2, taking into account that
mx + my = 13 (for the design variables F,X and γ),
and that n = 6 + 4 + 1 = 11. Applying Corollary 2, the
corresponding bounds necessary for applying Algorithm
1 can be computed, and are reported in Table 1 (third
column) for different values of δ and ǫ.

Clearly, these sample bounds are quite large. For this
reason, we used Algorithm 2 to efficiently solve the prob-
lem. Since the sample complexities Mk and Nk in which
Algorithm 2 terminates are random variables, we run the
simulations 100 times for each pair of probabilistic ac-
curacy and confidence parameters. The mean, standard
deviation and worst case values of the number of design
samples, validation samples, objective value and the it-
eration number in which the algorithm exits are tabu-
lated in Table 1. We conclude that with Algorithm 2 we
can achieve the same probabilistic levels with a much
smaller number of design samples.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we computed explicit bounds on the
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC-dimension) of two
problems frequently arising in robust control, namely
the solution of uncertain LMIs and BMIs. In both cases,
we have shown that the VC-dimension is linear in the
number of design variables. These bounds are then used
in a sequential randomized algorithm that can be effi-
ciently applied to obtain probabilistic optimal solutions
to uncertain LMI/BMI. Since the sample complexity
is independent of the number of uncertain parameters,
the proposed algorithm runs in polynomial time.
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A Proof of Theorem 2

First, we introduce the following definition.

Definition 8 ((γ, η)-Boolean Function) The func-
tion g : Rmθ × Q → {0, 1} is a (γ, η)-Boolean function
if for fixed q it can be written as expressions consisting
of Boolean operators involving η polynomials

β1(θ), . . . , βη(θ)

8



ε δ Bound (11) kt Design samples Validation samples Objective value Iteration

Mean Standard Worst Mean Standard Worst Mean Standard Worst Mean Standard Worst

Deviation Case Deviation Case Deviation Case Deviation Case

0.2 10−2 3.58 × 104 5× 103 60.6 24.04 149 56.74 0.44 57 1.01 0 1.01 4.8 1.9 12

0.1 10−4 8.12 × 104 5× 103 149.5 58.7 336 163.2 0.49 164 1.01 0 1.01 5.34 2 12

0.05 10−6 1.82 × 105 104 268.7 117.8 594 437.5 0.98 439 1.01 0.01 1.11 8.6 3.7 19

0.01 10−8 1.13 × 106 104 1276.5 484.8 2522 2686.5 3.9 2694 1.01 0 1.01 6.6 2.5 13

0.005 10−10 2.45 × 106 104 2881.9 1093.3 6310 6305.9 7.9 6323 1.01 0 1.01 6.8 2.6 15

Table 1
Sample complexity bounds and simulation results obtained using Algorithm 2. The third column is the original sample
complexity bound (11) for strict BMIs, and the fifth column is the sample complexity achieved using Algorithm 2.

in the components θi, i = 1, . . . ,mθ and the max-
imum degree of these polynomials with respect to
θi, i = 1, . . . ,mθ is no larger than γ.

The following lemma (Vidyasagar, 2002) which is an im-
provement on the original result of Karpinski & Macin-
tyre (1995), states an upper bound on the VC-dimension
of (γ, η)−Boolean functions.

Lemma 2 Suppose that g : Rmθ × Q → {0, 1} is an
(γ, η)-Boolean function, then

VCg ≤ 2mθ lg(4eγη). (A.1)

In view of this lemma, in order to find the VC-dimension
of the uncertain LMI and BMI problems, it suffices to
represent the constraints in (1) and (2) as polynomial
inequalities. It is well known that an n×n real symmetric
matrix is positive definite if and only if all 2n principal
minors are positive. However, this condition is equivalent
to checking positivity of all n leading principal minors.

Since LMIs are a special case of BMIs, we first prove
Theorem 2 for the more general case of BMIs. Let
FBMI,ij(x, y, q) be the ij-th element of the BMI in (2).
The leading principal minors of FBMI(x, y, q) are

FBMI,11(x, y, q),

det

([
FBMI,11(x, y, q) FBMI,12(x, y, q)

FBMI,21(x, y, q) FBMI,22(x, y, q)

])
, . . . ,

det







FBMI,11(x, y, q) · · · FBMI,1k(x, y, q)
...

...

FBMI,k1(x, y, q) · · · FBMI,kk(x, y, q)





 , . . . ,

det (FBMI(x, y, q)) .

Since the number of leading principal minors is n, we
need to check n polynomial inequalities. Next, we need

to find the maximum degree of each polynomial inequal-
ity with respect to design variables xi, i = 1, . . . ,mx

and yj , j = i, . . . ,my. Based on the definition of deter-
minant, k-th leading principal minor of the BMI in (2)
for k = 3, . . . , n can be written as

Dk =

k∑

ℓ=1

(−1)ℓ+1FBMI,ℓ1(x, y, q)Mℓ1 (A.2)

where Dk is the k-th principal minor and Mℓ1 is the
(ℓ, 1) minor of a matrix formed by the first k rows and
columns of the BMI in (2). Then, we have that the k-
th leading principal minor has maximum degree k with
respect to design variables xi, i = 1, . . . ,mx and yj , j =
1, . . . ,my. From the definition of the BMI in (2), it is
clear that every element of the BMI, including the first
leading principal minor, has maximum degree 1 with
respect to the design variables xi, i = 1, . . . ,mx and
yj, j = 1, . . . ,my. The second leading principal minor of
the BMI in (2)

D2 =FBMI,11(x, y, q)FBMI,22(x, y, q)−

FBMI,21(x, y, q)FBMI,12(x, y, q)

is a polynomial of maximum degree 2. For k > 2, the
maximum degree of Dk in (A.2) is defined by the multi-
plication of FBMI,ℓ1(x, y, q) andMℓ1. The former has the
maximum degree 1 and the latter has maximum degree
equal toDk−1 because they are of the same order. Hence,
the maximum degree of the k-th leading principal minor
with respect to the design variables for k = 1, . . . , n is k.

Therefore, checking positive definiteness of the BMI in
(2) is equivalent to checking n polynomial inequalities of
degree ranging from 1 to n which can be represented as
an (γ, η)−Boolean function with γ = η = n. The result
of Theorem 2 follows by substituting the obtained values
of γ and η into (A.1). We notice that the same reasoning
holds for the case of LMI and we can represent the LMI
in (1) as an (γ, η)−Boolean function with γ = η = n.

9



B Proof of Theorem 3

The result follows observing that an n×n symmetric ma-
trix is positive semidefinite if and only if all 2n principal
minors are nonnegative. Then, following similar reason-
ing as in the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that checking
positive semidefiniteness of (1) and (2) is equivalent to
evaluating 2n polynomial inequalities of degree ranging
from 1 to n. This can be represented as (γ, η)−Boolean
function with γ = n and η = 2n. The results of Theorem
3 follow by substituting the obtained values of γ and η
in (A.1).
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